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Abstract  

 A reactant-assisted mechanochemical method was used to produce copious nanoparticles 

from malleable/ductile metals, demonstrated here for aluminum, iron, and copper.  Homogeneous 

Media Milling (HMM) generates metal nanoparticles via a reactant-accelerated wear process, 

where the reactant aids particle production by binding to the metal surfaces, enhancing particle 

production, and reducing the tendency toward mechanochemical (cold) welding.  The mechanism is 

explored by comparing the effects of different types of solvents and solvent mixtures on the amount 

and type of particles produced.  Particles were functionalized with oleic acid to aid in particle size 

separation, enhance dispersion in hydrocarbon solvents, and protect the particles from oxidation.  

For aluminum and iron, the result is air-stable particles, but for copper, the suspended particles are 

found to dissolve when exposed to air.  Characterization was performed using electron microscopy, 

dynamic light scattering, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, and X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy.  Density functional theory was used to examine the nature of carboxylic acid binding 

to the aluminum surface, confirming the dominance of bridging bidentate binding.  

*Corresponding Author           aSenior Author 
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1. Introduction 
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Ball milling and related methods provide efficient means for particle production from bulk 

starting materials, and in the case of brittle materials, size reduction into the sub-100 nm range is 

possible.1-3  The resulting size distribution is determined by the balance between fracturing to create 

smaller particles and mechanochemical “cold” welding, which tends to build up larger particles.4-5  

In a typical approach, micron or larger scale powder might be milled together with balls or other 

milling media of some hard material such as tungsten carbide, thereby being fractured into finer 

particles.  For ductile and malleable materials, this approach can be inefficient, both because the 

particles are not readily fractured, and because mechanochemical welding is relatively efficient.6-7 

 Here, we report results from an alternative approach, which we will refer to as 

homogeneous media milling (HMM), which efficiently generates nanoparticles from malleable and 

ductile metals, via reactant-accelerated wear of particles from the surfaces of balls or other media 

composed of the metal of interest.  The process quickly and simply generates grams of 

nanoparticles using inexpensive feedstock in a laboratory-scale mill, and should be adaptable to 

larger scale production.  HMM also largely avoids an issue with conventional ball milling – that the 

products tend to become contaminated by material abraded or fractured from the milling media or 

jar walls, with contaminant levels increasing with milling time.  Because the media is composed of 

the material of interest, which is softer than the milling vessel walls, contaminant levels in HMM 

are low. 

The focus of this report is on understanding the mechanisms of HMM, i.e., the mechanisms 

for reactant-accelerated wear, and on optimizing conditions for production of particles, by 

controlling the particle surface chemistry.  HMM particle production is explored in detail for the 

case of aluminum, which is not efficiently reduced to small nanoparticles in conventional ball 

milling.8  The effects of different solvents and additives are used to probe the mechanism of particle 

production.  The generality of the HMM approach is demonstrated by application to production of 

iron and copper nanoparticles.   
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The use of liquid reactants/adsorbates to enhance fracturing and wear has been examined 

for decades, since the early work of P. A. Rehbinder.9  Nascent metal surfaces generated by 

fracturing have relatively high surface free energies,7, 10 and adsorption of a strongly binding 

reactant lowers the energy, enhancing fracturing, and also reducing the tendency toward particle 

aggregation and cold welding.10-11  Westwood et al.12 discovered that the hardness of a material is at 

its maximum when the charge at the surface of the material is at a minimum (i. e. zero).  Gayko et 

al.13 reported a study that is probably the most closely related to what we are reporting here.  They 

demonstrated the effects of adsorbates on size reduction in milling of aluminum powder with steel 

balls assisted by a variety of solvents.  They discovered that the resulting size distribution shifted to 

smaller sizes when aluminum was milled in solvents that might be expected to adsorb strongly to 

aluminum (e.g. nitriles, alcohols, ketones), as opposed to solvents, such as hydrocarbons, which 

might be expected to interact weakly with the surface.  Their study did not examine particles 

smaller than 20 μm, did not attempt to explore the effects of metal surface oxidation, and did not 

include measurements of the mode of adsorbate-surface binding.  Here, we report a study that is 

focused on nanoparticle production, including spectroscopic and theoretical characterization of the 

resulting particle surfaces, and which examines the effects of surface oxidation and use of surface 

functionalization to control dispersibility in various solvents, both as a means to prepare stable 

suspensions, and to aid in size-separation.  In particular, we demonstrate production of Al, Fe, and 

Cu nanoparticles capped in situ with oleic acid, to generate particles that are dispersible in 

hydrocarbons.  Such particles are of interest as additives to hydrocarbon fuels.14-20 
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Safety considerations:  The process described below has the potential to generate large 

quantities of unprotected, oxidizable nanoparticles, which spontaneously ignite upon exposure to 

air, water or other reactive species.  All handling of milling feedstock and products is done inside 

an inert atmosphere glove box, and milling is done in a sealed jar, pressurized with inert gas to 

minimize air intrusion.  Caution must also be exercised in choice of milling solvents and reactants.  

Some, such as alcohols or organic acids, may contain functional groups that react with the surfaces 

of the nascent nanoparticles, generating large volumes of hydrogen or other gases, which can 

pressurize the milling vessel to several atmospheres.  We have also seen some evidence for HCN 

production in milling of reactive metals with nitrile-containing solvents.  For safety, initial trials 

involving new reagents should be limited in volume, such that complete decomposition to gaseous 

products would not over-pressurize the milling vessel.  Because of the potential for generation of 

reactive or toxic gases, provision should be made for controlled venting of the milling vessel, 

before the vessel is opened in an inert atmosphere, as described below. 

2.2 Milling methodology:  Particle production was done using a Retsch PM 400 planetary ball 

mill, and Retsch 250 ml tungsten carbide jars with custom-fabricated 316 stainless steel lids 

(supporting information Figure A1).  The lids have the same dimensions as the original Retsch lids, 

but have a pair of threaded ports equipped with valves (McMaster-Carr part number 4912K96) that 

serve several purposes.  The jars are loaded and sealed inside a N2-filled glove box, which is 

equipped with a vacuum/pressure manifold that can be attached to the valves in the jar lid.  To 

avoid potential reaction of N2 with the nanoparticles under milling conditions, the manifold is used 

to pump out the N2 after the jar is closed, and then backfill the jar with Argon (99.9999%) prior to 

milling.  The manifold has a pressure/vacuum gauge that can be used for leak detection, and to 

check the jar pressure after milling. Milling solvents were degassed using a freeze-pump-thaw 

procedure, and stored in the glove box with activated 5 Å molecular sieves to remove any dissolved 

water.  Solutions can be introduced into the jar via the valves by evacuating the jar with one valve 
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and drawing the solution in through the other valve.  After filling, the sealed jar was removed from 

the glove box, and loaded into the mill.  To allow direct comparison of different milling mixtures, 

all samples were prepared using identical milling parameters: three hours milling at 350 RPM sun 

wheel rotational frequency, corresponding to ~21 g relative centrifugal force.  After milling, the jar 

was reintroduced into the glove box and attached to the pressure/vacuum manifold, allowing the 

headspace to be evacuated and exhausted into a fume hood.  The jar was then opened in the N2 

atmosphere and the contents were removed, with particles washed from the milling media using an 

appropriate solvent. 

2.3 Aluminum nanoparticle synthesis: Because aluminum is highly malleable and reactive, 

efficient production of aluminum particles is not straightforward, and many permutations of 

solvents and capping agent concentrations were investigated to provide insight into the factors that 

control efficiency of particle production by HMM.  Aluminum milling was done using ~200 g of 8 

mm aluminum balls and 100 ml of various solvent mixtures.  After adding the balls, the jar was 

evacuated and purged, the solvent mixture was drawn into the jar, and finally the jar was 

pressurized with argon before being transferred out of the glove box for milling.  All solvents were 

degassed by freeze-pump-thaw cycles, and stored in the glove box over molecular sieves.  

The solvent that gave the best nanoparticle production was acetonitrile.  In a typical 

process, aluminum balls were milled in 100 ml of acetonitrile for 3 hours at 350 rpm, generating 

copious particles, forming a dense slurry. For some experiments, the particles generated in 

acetonitrile were subsequently reacted with oleic acid to render them hydrocarbon-dispersible.  For 

this purpose, we simply added oleic acid (3 ml) to the aluminum-acetonitrile slurry in the milling 

jar, and then milled for 15 min at 100 rpm to thoroughly mix the oleic acid into the aluminum-

containing slurry, while minimizing production of additional particles.  After interaction with oleic 

acid, the particles no longer were dispersible in acetonitrile, and precipitated out, allowing the 

acetonitrile to be decanted from the jar.  The particles were found to be highly dispersible in 
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hydrocarbons, and therefore n-hexane was used to wash the particles out of the jar.  Results for 

additional solvents and solvent mixtures are discussed below. 

2.4 Unoxidized iron nanoparticle synthesis:  Iron nanoparticles were generated by milling 3 

mm diameter mild steel balls.  Approximately 200 g of balls were loaded into the milling jar, which 

was then evacuated and purged with argon several times.  The jar was then evacuated again, and 

100 ml of 5% oleic acid in n-hexane was drawn into the jar, before finally pressurizing again with 

55 psia of argon. The loaded jar was then milled at 350 rpm for 3 hours.   

2.5 Oxidized iron nanoparticle synthesis:  To produce oxidized iron nanoparticles, the jar 

was loaded with 200 g of steel balls and 100 ml of 5% oleic acid in n-hexane, and then sealed 

outside the glove box, with 1 atm. of laboratory air as the headspace atmosphere.  This sample was 

also milled at 350 rpm for 3 hours. 

2.6 Copper nanoparticle synthesis:  Because we were unable to find inexpensive copper 

spheres, we tested production of copper particles by HMM using copper cylinders fabricated by 

simply cutting 6.35 mm diameter copper rod into a roughly 6 mm segments.  The jar was filled 

with ~200 g of copper cylinders and 100 ml of a 5% oleic acid solution in n-hexane using the 

evacuation and argon purging method described above, then milled for 3 hours at 350 rpm.  

3. Analysis:  Particle sizes were characterized by a combination of electron microscopy and 

dynamic light scattering (DLS).  DLS was performed using a NICOMP 380 ZLS instrument, with 

samples prepared by sonication in n-hexane for 30 min to disperse particles and break up 

aggregates.  The concentration of the samples was adjusted by diluting in n-hexane until the 

dispersion was only slightly turbid.  Size distributions were taken as the average of results from two 

5 minute runs.  

 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was done using an FEI Nova Nano 600 instrument.  

Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) was performed using an FEI Titan instrument 

operated at 200 kV.  Samples were prepared for microscopy analysis using the same 
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dispersion/dilution procedure used in DLS, with the exception that samples were ultrasonicated just 

before drop casting on lacey carbon transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grids.  

 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic experiments were performed using a 

Bruker Tensor 37 instrument, modified to collect light specularly reflected from the samples.  The 

samples were drop casted onto a stainless steel stub, light from the IR source was focused onto the 

sample using an off-axis paraboloid, and light reflected from the sample was collected and 

refocused onto a mercury-cadmium-telluride detector with a spectral range of 4000 cm-1 to 850 cm-

1.  The sample thickness was sufficient that the stainless steel stub was completely covered.  

 X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on a Kratos Axis Ultra 

instrument, using monochromatic Al Kα radiation (1486.6 eV) and an analysis area of 300 x 700 

microns.  Samples were prepared by drop casting onto stainless steel shims, and drying in air.  

Samples were placed in the instrument load-lock chamber and evacuated for a minimum of 12 

hours by a turbo pump, to remove any volatile materials trapped in the sample matrix prepared by 

drop casting.  Charging of the sample under X-ray irradiation was compensated using a low energy 

electron flood gun, tuned to optimize the sharpness of the XPS peaks.  Spectra were analyzed using 

the Casa XPS program, and the binding energy scale was corrected to put the adventitious sp2 

carbon peak at 284.8 eV.21-23   

To help understand the nature of oleic acid-aluminum binding, the interactions between 

aluminum nanoparticles and CH3COOH were computed using density functional theory (DFT) 

methods with the M06 hybrid meta-generalized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange-

correlation functional of Zhao and Truhlar.24  The McLean-Chandler (12s,9p)/[6s,5p] contracted 

basis set25, augmented with a d-type polarization function26 and diffuse s+p shell27, was used for 

aluminum and the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set 27-28 was used for carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen, with 

this combination of functional and basis sets henceforth denoted simply as M06/6-311++G(d,p).  A 

cluster of 80 aluminum atoms, derived from a previously reported29 calculated geometry of an 80-

atom boron cluster with both exposed surface atoms and a bulk-like core, was used as a model for 
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an aluminum nanoparticle.  All structures reported herein were fully optimized but have not been 

verified as local minima via diagonalization of the hessian matrix.  All calculations were performed 

using the GAMESS30 quantum chemistry program. 

4. Results  

4.1 Aluminum nanoparticles  

In the process of optimizing aluminum nanoparticle production rates, many 

solvent/reactant mixtures were tried.  Because they provide insight into the mechanism for particle 

production under HMM conditions, these initial results are summarized here.  All aluminum 

milling was done in argon atmosphere, and all production methods described below used a liquid 

solvent or reactant, sometimes alone, and sometimes with oleic acid dissolved.  In addition, in some 

experiments, particles were produced in a pure solvent, and subsequently functionalized with oleic 

acid. 

For comparison, we also tried simply milling dry aluminum balls in an argon atmosphere 

for 3 hours at 350 RPM.  The balls were first cleaned by milling in acetonitrile under argon, i.e., 

under conditions where the surface layer was removed in the form of particles (see below).  The 

balls were then rinsed in acetonitrile, and dried in the N2 glove box before loading into the milling 

jar.  No nanoparticles were produced by dry milling in Ar.  The balls were polished by the process, 

but also covered with ~1 millimeter facets, indicating peening by the energetic collisions in the 

mill.  Evidently, if any particles were produced by dry milling, they were taken up again by the 

balls, presumably due to efficient cold-welding of the unoxidized aluminum particles to the 

unoxidized ball surfaces. 

With the addition of an appropriate solvent, significant particle production can be observed, 

however, the amount and type of particles generated are strongly dependent on the milling mixture.  

The results of milling in 14 different solvents or mixtures are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.  As 

reviewed by Bowmaker,31 there are several working theories, but no agreed upon mechanism, for 

solvent-assisted mechanochemistry, reflecting the difficulties in obtaining molecular-level 
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information under chaotic reaction conditions.  The variations seen for different solvents provide 

some insight, as discussed below.  

Consider particle generation in several distinctly different classes of solvents or solvent 

mixtures, in each case milling 200 g aluminum balls in 100 ml of liquid for three hours at 350 

RPM.  As shown in Table 1, when milling in neat hydrocarbons, including both aliphatic and 

aromatic solvents, no detectable nanoparticles are produced.  If these solvents are poured out of the 

mill into a sample container, the liquid is clear, and the only sign that milling occurred is the 

presence in some cases of a few (< 5 mg) large silvery flakes with dimensions in the >50 μm size 

range.  See supporting information Figure A2a. 

If Al balls are milled in 100 ml of neat oleic acid, a stable grey-black suspension of 

particles in oleic acid is recovered (see supporting information, Figure A2c).  The high 

dispersibility, presumably, is due to some combination of particle surfaces being functionalized and 

oleic acid’s high viscosity (>27,000 μPa·sec).32-33 Upon centrifugation, ~5 g of large, silvery, 

metallic-appearing micron-size particles sedimented out.  The supernatant liquid was deep black, 

suggesting that it contained a substantial concentration of nanoparticles.  To recover these particles 

from the oleic acid suspension, the suspension was diluted with n-hexane, and then washed with 

ethanol.  Oleic acid is quite soluble in ethanol, while the oleic-acid-functionalized particles were 

found to be highly dispersible in the n-hexane, as shown by the transfer of the black coloration into 

the hexane layer.  The transferred particles were then dried, yielding approximately 100 mg of 

black nanoparticles.  The amount is approximate because some nanoparticles were certainly lost in 

the centrifugation and washing process, and there also could still be excess oleic acid in the 

recovered material. 

Table 1 also lists the results of milling with various concentrations of oleic acid in either 

toluene or hexane solvents, with hexane used for the highest concentration (0.16 M = 5% by 

volume).  The production of micro- and nanoparticles was estimated by centrifugation, washing, 

and drying, as above.  For low concentrations, only micron-size flakes are produced in measurable 
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quantities, but with increasing concentration, both micro- and nanoparticles are produced in 

reasonable quantities, with large flakes always dominating, by mass.  Since nanoparticle production 

was similar for 0.16 M oleic acid in hexane and neat oleic acid, solutions with concentrations 

higher than 0.16 M were not investigated.  It is interesting that oleic acid promotes particle 

production, because it is often included as an additive in lubricants, with the idea that metal 

surfaces are thereby coated with a strongly adhering, lubricating aliphatic layer.34-35  For aluminum, 

at least, addition of oleic acid clearly greatly accelerates the wear rate, generating copious particles 

in both the nano and micron size regimes. This result is consistent with the proposal by Rehbinder9 

that adsorbates could lower the surface free energy, which might be expected to enhance surface 

creation by fracturing.  In addition, surface functionalization might be expected to reduce the 

tendency toward cold welding13, 36, which tends to heal fractures, and reattachment of particles to 

the ball surfaces.  

We also milled in a series of polar/reactive solvents, including oleic acid, oleylamine, 

benzylamine, acetonitrile, ethanol, and dichloromethane, and the results are summarized in Table 2.  

Neat oleic acid, oleylamine and benzylamine resulted in qualitatively similar production of 

particles, generating two or more grams of large flake-like particles, but only ~10 mg to ~100 mg 

of nanoparticles.  The most efficient nanoparticle production, and largest nano/micro particle ratio 

resulted from milling in neat acetonitrile, where more than a gram of nanopowder, along with more 

than a gram of large, micron size flakes were produced.  Given the ease with which the nano and 

micron scale particles can be separated by sedimentation, this constitutes an efficient, inexpensive 

synthetic process.  The efficient production of particles by milling with molecules expected to bind 

to the aluminum surface extends into the nanoscale, the observation by Gayko et al. that milling Al 

powder in surface-active solvents resulted in smaller particles, in the > 20 μm size range. 

 We also tried milling in ethanol despite the expectation that it might be too reactive with 

aluminum.  There was copious gas generation, leading to pressurization of the milling jar to over 

120 psia, at which point the o-ring seal failed.  Upon opening the jar, it was found that most of the 
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ethanol had been consumed, and ~ 5 grams of white powder were recovered.  Ethanol is known to 

decompose on aluminum surfaces, oxidizing the aluminum and producing hydrogen gas.37  The fact 

that the powder was white indicates that the particles were completely oxidized, with no metallic 

core that would tend to absorb light.  From the perspective of understanding the HMM mechanism, 

this experiment was useful, showing that particle production, albeit of oxide, was highly efficient in 

ethanol solvent.  

Milling in dichloromethane (DCM) also led to reaction with the aluminum, generating a 

transparent yellow solution, which reacted violently with water to produce a white powder.  The 

yellow solution was presumably a DCM solution of aluminum trichloride, which reacts with water 

to produce a white precipitate of aluminum chloride hexahydrate.  Joly et al.38 described the 

activation of C-Cl bonds in dichloromethane using density functional theory and electron 

paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy.  Additional reports of aluminum activating the C-Cl bond of 

dichloromethane or carbon tetrachloride involve either a metal catalyst or elevated temperatures.39-

40  Here, we appear to be seeing reaction of aluminum with C-Cl bonds at milling jar temperatures 

below 100 , however, several factors may enhance reaction under milling conditions. The local, 

instantaneous temperatures reached in collision of the balls have been speculated to be as much as 

two orders of magnitude higher than the bulk temperature,8 and in addition, fresh unpassivated 

aluminum surfaces are constantly generated in the milling process, which may be highly reactive 

with DCM.  Nonetheless, catalysis by surfaces of the milling jar (cobalt-cemented tungsten 

carbide) or lid (316 stainless steel) cannot be excluded.  

Because acetonitrile gave the most efficient nanoparticle production, it is worth describing 

in more detail.  Aluminum balls milled in neat acetonitrile result in formation of a dense, black 

slurry.  To stabilize the particles and aid separation, oleic acid was added to the acetonitrile 

suspension and milled briefly at low speed (100rpm), to thoroughly mix the slurry. After reaction 

with oleic acid, the particles precipitated out of the acetonitrile suspension, leaving a supernatant 

that was slightly cloudy and yellow in color, presumably reflecting the presence of impurities, 
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including aluminum particles too small to precipitate quickly.  After pouring off the supernatant, 

the precipitated particles were readily dispersed in n-hexane, producing a dense black suspension 

(see supporting information, Figure A2b).  Centrifugation of this suspension was used to separate 

out large particles (~1 g), from the nanoparticles remaining in suspension.  These were then dried, 

resulting in ~1 g of nanoparticles.  

The nanoparticle fraction suspended in n-hexane was diluted and analyzed by dynamic 

light scattering, and Figure 1 shows the result.  As a control, DLS measurements were also 

performed on 5% oleic acid in n-hexane, confirming that oleic acid micelles were not giving rise to 

significant light scattering signal.  The Al nanoparticle distribution is bimodal, with a sharp peak in 

the 5-10 nm range, and with ~24% of the total mass of nanoparticles in a broader feature centered 

around ~35 nm.  There is also weak signal for particles in 250 - 500 nm range, indicating the 

presence of a small mass fraction corresponding to either aggregates of the small particles, or large 

particles that were not completely eliminated in the centrifugation step.  Figure 2 shows the size 

distribution of the large particles from the sediments collected after centrifugation, resuspended in 

n-hexane.  This suspension was not very stable, and was ultra-sonicated just prior to DLS data 

collection.  There is a small peak (< 20 mass%) in the 500-900 nm range, but > 80% of the 

sediment mass consisted of particles greater than two microns in size, with the distribution cut off 

at three microns by the DLS instrument.  Microscopic analysis of the particles is discussed below. 

Comparison of the results for the various solvent mixtures suggests several factors that 

appear to control nanoparticle production rates.  It is clear that solvents such as hydrocarbons, 

which do not interact strongly with aluminum surfaces, are ineffective for nanoparticle production.  

Conversely, solvents that contain functional groups that are too reactive with aluminum (e.g. 

ethanol, DCM) may aid particle generation, but also decompose and react with aluminum, 

generating salts or oxidized particles.  Efficient nanoparticle production appears to require a solvent 

that interacts with aluminum, strongly enough to allow binding to the surfaces as they are exposed, 

but not so strongly that the solvent decomposes and converts the aluminum to an oxidized form.  
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The fact that acetonitrile is efficient for nanoparticle generation, but materials like oleic acid, 

oleylamine, or benzyl amine are not, unless they are diluted, suggests that viscosity may also play a 

role.  Acetonitrile has similar viscosity to heptane (341 μPa·sec vs. 389 μPa·sec at room 

temperature),41-43 but acetonitrile is polar and has unpaired electrons on the nitrogen that might be 

expected to result in a significant adsorption energy on unoxidized aluminum surfaces.  Oleic acid 

has a carboxylic acid group that clearly binds strongly to aluminum, however, its viscosity is high 

(>27,000 μPa·sec),32-33 as are those of oleylamine and benzylamine.  Oleic-acid-capped 

nanoparticles can be generated by adding oleic acid to non-reactive solvents like toluene or n-

hexane, however, nanoparticle production is more efficient if the aluminum is first milled in neat 

acetonitrile, with oleic acid added later.   

Because acetonitrile was particularly effective at particle production, its mode of 

interaction with surfaces is of interest.  We were unable to find any detailed studies of acetonitrile-

aluminum binding, but Schwartz and Hamers44 used XPS and polarized infrared analysis to study 

acetonitrile binding to silicon, reporting that the C=N bond was predominantly parallel to the Si 

(001) surface.  This result suggested that the dative bond initially formed between the terminal N 

atom and the Si surface, was augmented by formation of an additional bond to either the α or β-

carbon.  FTIR studies by Schwartz and Hamers45 on silicon and Filler et al.46 on germanium found 

evidence for a ketenimine (C=C=N) stretch, and Schwartz and Hamers45 also discuss the possibility 

of a less stable “(2 + 2)” adduct on the surface, where the α-carbon binds to the surface and results 

in an intact methyl group extending from the adduct (CH3-C=N).   

In the interest of better understanding the mechanism for aluminum particle production in 

HMM, microscopy was performed on the nanoparticles, the micron scale particles, and the ball 

surfaces before and after milling.  As shown in Figure 3, the post-milling surface morphology of 

the balls is significantly different for different milling solvents, even when viewed at low 

magnification.  All images show the surface of a ball removed after 3 hours of milling at 350 rpm, 

with fresh as-received balls used in each experiment, so as to avoid any residual structure from 
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prior milling.  As shown in Figure 3a, the as-received balls are relatively smooth, with light pitting 

and a few particles on the surface, which are most likely dust.  After milling in neat toluene for 3 

hours with an argon atmosphere (Figure 3b), the surface of the ball remained generally smooth, and 

the density of small pits was lower than for the as-received ball.  There is evidence, however, that 

milling has worked the surface of the ball.  The bright surface at the top left edge of the ball image 

appears to be a spot where material has been spalled away.  There are also millimeter scale 

scratches observed on the surface of the ball, and dark spots which, in higher magnification, appear 

to be particles with sizes greater than a micron on surface of the ball.  Less than ~1 mg of flake-like 

particles was recovered from milling in neat toluene, with sizes ranging from tens of microns to 

about a millimeter.  It is not clear if the particles observed adhering to the ball surface represent 

particles in the process of being spalled from the surface, or in the process of being 

mechanochemically welded (i.e., “cold-welded”) back onto the surface of the balls, or both.  

 If oleic acid is added to the toluene, increasing particle production is observed, and as 

might be expected, the surface of the ball shows more signs of wear (Figure 3c).  There is 

significantly more pitting, as well as large (> 100 μm) features that appear to be layers in the 

process of exfoliation, which one might expect to give rise to flake-like particles.  The brightness of 

the edges of these features suggests differential charging from the electron beam, possibly 

indicating that the edges are no longer in good electrical contact with the body of the ball.  It seems 

reasonable to assume that the micron scale flake-like particles observed in many of the milling runs 

result from this exfoliation process, although it is possible that some of the adhering flakes result 

from cold welding of previously generated flakes back to the surface of the ball.47  It is not clear if 

the small number of nanoparticles generated under these conditions also are generated by flaking of 

micron size particles, following by grinding of the flakes into the nanoscale, or whether there is a 

different process for direct ejection of nanoparticles from the surface.  Figure 3d shows a ball 

milled in neat acetonitrile, under conditions where roughly equal masses of large flake-like 

particles and nanoparticles were generated.  The ball surface is much rougher, and shows evidence 
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of both pitting and exfoliation.  The difference among these samples tends to suggest that flake-like 

particles result from exfoliation, but that there may also be a process leaving pits on the ball 

surfaces that is correlated with efficient nanoparticle production.  

To examine the structure of particles generated early in the milling process, Figure 4 shows 

a micrograph of a large flake collected after only 15 minutes of milling in acetonitrile.  Note the 

evidence suggesting that this particle was in the process of exfoliating additional smaller flakes 

(circled region).  The apparent curling of the left edge of the flake could be further evidence of 

exfoliation.  Figure 5 shows nanoparticles that were extracted from the particle mixture after 3 

hours of milling in acetonitrile, mixed with oleic acid, transferred to hexane, and then drop cast 

onto a TEM grid.  The particle size distribution in this SEM image contains particles in the 30 – 

200 nm size range.  The main difference is that the SEM image shows no evidence of particles in 

the sharp DLS peak between 5 – 10 nm, however, such small particles of a low Z element may 

simply not have sufficient contrast to be resolved, particularly given that they are coated with oleic 

acid.  To image these smaller particles, STEM was used, as shown in Figure 6, which shows the 

image of a group of particles, which individually have sizes below 20 nm.  The faint, lighter gray 

layer on the surface of the particles is consistent with them being coated with an oleic acid layer. 

To confirm that oleic acid is in fact covalently interacting with the particles, reflectance 

FTIR was performed, and Figure 7 compares the spectrum for aluminum nanoparticles capped with 

oleic acid (bottom), to that for neat oleic acid (top).  For this experiment, the particle sample was 

washed three times with ethanol (in n-hexane suspension) to remove excess oleic acid.  For neat 

oleic acid, strong absorption peaks are seen at 2854 cm-1 and 2925 cm-1, corresponding to the  

symmetric and asymmetric CH2 stretches of the sp2 hybridized (aliphatic) regions of the backbone, 

as well as a weaker feature at 3004 cm-1 corresponding to the olefinic CH stretch associated with 

the double bond in the backbone.48  The broad feature extending from 3600 cm-1 to 2400 cm-1 is 

assigned to the OH stretch, inhomogeneously broadened by hydrogen bonding in the liquid.  Modes 
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associated with the COH group are located at 1413 cm-1 and 1286 cm-1,49  and the most obvious 

peak in the fingerprint region for neat oleic acid is the (C=O) stretch at 1713 cm-1.49  

The spectrum of the nanoparticles retains the CH2 and olefinic CH stretch peaks of the 

hydrocarbon tail, but the broad OH stretch band is largely absent.  The OH bending mode at 1413 

cm-1 is also absent, further suggesting that the OH group is involved in binding to the aluminum.  

Most importantly, the C=O stretch peak (1713 cm-1) in neat oleic acid is essentially absent in the 

nanoparticle sample, and new peaks appear at 1608 cm-1 and 1468 cm-1
 which are assigned to the 

asymmetric and symmetric stretches of the now-equivalent CO bonds in the carboxylic acid head 

group.15, 50  Involvement of both oxygen atoms in binding to the aluminum is also suggested by the 

absence of the COH mode at 1286 cm-1.51-52 

Clearly, the oleic acid is bonded to the surface of the aluminum particles via the acid head 

group, and there are three possible binding arrangements.  The first is a monodentate interaction in 

which the OH moiety binds to aluminum, losing the H atom in the process.  The IR spectrum for 

this binding arrangement should have a strong peak at 1713 cm-1 from the uncomplexed C=O 

group, and the near absence of this peak suggests that monodentate binding is a minor binding 

arrangement for aluminum particles prepared in this way – not surprising given aluminum’s high 

affinity for oxygen. It is unclear whether the residual intensity at 1713 cm-1 results from a small 

extent of monodentate binding, or if there was simply some residual uncomplexed oleic acid left 

after repeated ethanol washing.   

The other two configurations are both bidentate, and differ in that one has both O atoms in 

the carboxylate group binding to a single aluminum atom (“chelating bidentate”), and the other has 

the two O atoms binding to adjacent Al atoms (“bridging bidentate”).  Wu et al.53 have proposed 

that the separation of the symmetric and asymmetric peaks CO stretching peaks can be used to 

distinguish between chelating and bridging bidentate bonding.  The bridging bidentate 

configuration should result in asymmetric-symmetric stretch separation of 140 cm-1 to 190 cm-1, 

while the chelating bidentate configuration should result in a smaller splitting between the two 
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peaks.53  In our spectrum, the separation between the peaks is 140 cm-1, which suggests that the 

dominant arrangement is bridging bidentate.  Note, however, that there is a shoulder on the 

asymmetric stretch peak at 1581 cm-1, and the separation of this shoulder from the symmetric 

stretch peak is only 105 cm-1, suggesting that there may also be some chelating bidentate binding.54  

Carboxylic acid binding to aluminum was studied using DFT, by calculating structures and 

energetics for acetic acid bound to the surface of an Al80 cluster that possesses both surface atoms 

and bulk-like core atoms (Figure 8).  To maintain charge neutrality, the acid proton was bound to a 

nearby aluminum atom.  Consistent with the FTIR results, the bridging bidentate arrangement is 

found to be most stable, and the fact that the chelating bidentate arrangement is only ~7 kcal/mol 

higher in energy is consistent with the suggestion from FTIR that this structure may also be present 

to some extent.  The monodentate interaction was calculated to be substantially higher in energy, 

again, consistent with the FTIR finding that monodentate binding makes little, if any, contribution 

to the binding.  Note, however, that the DFT results are for a single acetic acid molecule on the 

surface, and it is certainly possible that the relative stability of the various binding arrangements 

would be changed in a saturated oleic acid layer on the surface.   

To probe binding of adsorbates to the aluminum surface, and the oxidation state of the 

aluminum after air exposure, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to examine 

samples of aluminum particles with, and without, oleic acid functionalization.  Samples were dried 

and transferred to the XPS instrument in air, and then lightly Ar-sputtered to remove adventitious 

adsorbates, and implant Ar so that the Ar 2p3/2 peak at 241.9 eV could be used for energy 

calibration.21  Survey scans are included in the supporting information (Figure A3) for both 

aluminum milled only in acetonitrile (lower spectrum) and aluminum milled in acetonitrile and 

subsequently capped with oleic acid (upper spectrum).  One point of interest is that there is no 

detectable W, Co, Fe, or other contaminants that might arise from the Co-cemented tungsten 

carbide jar or stainless steel lid.  Not surprisingly, the carbon 1s peak dominates for the oleic acid-

capped sample, both because oleic acid contains carbon, and because the presence of the capping 
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layer attenuates signal from the underlying particle.  For the uncapped sample, the dominant peak is 

O 1s, as expected for oxidized aluminum particles.  The fact that the O 1s peak is larger than the Al 

2s or 2p peaks, reflects the fact that the XPS sensitivity factor is ~3.7 times greater for O, compared 

to Al.55 

High resolution scans over the Al 2p peaks for the two samples are shown in Figure 9.  For 

the uncapped sample (9a), the spectrum is dominated by a high binding energy peak centered at 

74.5 eV, which corresponds to Al in some oxidized form.15, 56-59  There is also a weak shoulder at 

lower binding energies, which is attributed to unoxidized Al in the core of the particles.  The 72.0 

eV binding energy for this feature is lower than expected for bulk aluminum (72.9 eV55), but there 

is considerable uncertainty due to the weakness of the feature.  The form of the oxidized aluminum 

is not clear, but obvious possibilities are aluminum bound to oxygen and/or nitrogen (from 

acetonitrile).  For example, the 74.5 eV peak energy is within the ranges reported for both AlN and 

Al2O3.
21, 56, 59-61  

In the spectrum for the oleic acid-capped sample (9b), several points are obvious.  There is 

roughly factor of three attenuation of the integrated aluminum signal, compared to that in the 

uncapped sample, as expected due to scattering of aluminum photoelectrons as they pass through 

the oleic acid layer. The spectrum for capped aluminum particles also shows features for oxidized 

(74.5 eV) and unoxidized aluminum (72.9 eV), but clearly the relative intensity for the oxidized 

aluminum is lower.  For the uncapped spectrum the oxidized : unoxidized integrated intensity ratio 

is ~9 : 1,  dropping to ~2.5 : 1 for the capped sample, indicating that oleic acid is at least partially 

passivating the particles with respect to air oxidation.  As noted above, the 74.5 eV “oxidized” 

feature may include contributions from aluminum bound to both N and O, and the latter is at least 

partially due to binding of oleate to the aluminum surface.  

Figure A6 in the supporting information shows the distribution of Al 2p binding energies 

estimated using orbital energies from the DFT calculations. Distributions are shown for the Al80 

cluster, and for Al80 with a single acetic acid molecule bound in the three arrangements shown in 
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Figure 8.  Because the DFT model system included only a single ligand molecule, and the 

estimation method does not include final state relaxation effect, the results are not directly 

comparable to experiment, however, they do show that binding of a single carboxylate leads to 

significant broadening of the Al 2p binding energy distribution.  In particular, the one or two Al 

atoms involved in Al-O bonds are those with the highest binding energies, as expected. 

High resolution scans for the C 1s and N 1s regions are shown in Figures A4 and A5 of the 

supporting information.  For the uncapped sample, the C 1s spectrum is broad and weak (note x10 

scaling).  The carbon in this spectrum must originate from the acetonitrile used in milling and 

adventitious carbonaceous molecules.  For the oleic acid-capped sample, the C 1s intensity is much 

greater, as expected, and the spectrum is dominated by a peak at 285 eV, which is assigned to 

carbon in the oleate layer.  Because of unknown contributions from adventitious sources, more 

detailed assignment is not warranted.  The N 1s spectra show that there is detectable nitrogen in 

both samples, and that neither the spectral features nor their intensities are strongly affected by 

capping.  The main peak near 399 eV is consistent with organic nitrogen, and could result either 

from bound acetonitrile or adventitious molecules.  The weaker ~397 eV feature is in the range 

expected for metal nitrides.  Note, however, that if either of the N 1s features arises from N bound 

to the aluminum particles, we would expect that feature to be attenuated in the oleic acid-capped 

sample.  The fact that the two spectra are so similar suggests that much of the nitrogen signal arises 

from adventitious sources, and therefore that nitride formation is probably not a significant 

contributor to the oxidized aluminum signal in Figure 9. 

Figure 10 shows high resolution scans over the O 1s regions for both samples.  The fact 

that the O 1s intensity is much weaker in the capped sample (note x2 scale factor) results from two 

factors.  As shown by the Al 2p results in Figure 9, the aluminum in the capped sample is 

substantially less oxidized than in the uncapped sample.  In addition, signal from oxygen present on 

the aluminum surfaces would be attenuated by passage through the capping layer.  For the 

uncapped sample, the spectrum is well fit by a single peak centered at 531.3 eV which is assigned 
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to aluminum oxide (Al2O3)
62-63  The O 1s spectrum for the capped sample has contributions from at 

least two components, which is not surprising given that there may be oxygen from binding of 

oleate to the surface, from O2 oxidation of the aluminum surface, and from adventitious sources.   

In summary, the XPS results are consistent with binding of an oleate layer to the aluminum 

particle surfaces, which at least partially passivates the particles with respect to further oxidation 

upon air exposure.  The XPS data also suggest that formation of either aluminum nitride or carbide 

during milling acetonitrile is not significant. 

4.2 Iron and iron oxide nanoparticles produced in HMM 

To investigate the generality of the HMM method, similar experiments were done for iron, 

i.e., a significantly harder, but still ductile metal.  Iron nanoparticles were produced by milling steel 

balls in a 5% solution of oleic acid in n-hexane in Ar atmosphere.  The resulting particles form a 

dense black suspension, which is stable with respect to settling out for at least 6 months.  The size 

distribution was analyzed by DLS, and the mass-weighted (i.e., volume-weighted) results are given 

in Figure 11.  The distribution is dominated by a peak in the 10 – 20 nm size range, and there is 

also a small component peaking near 600 nm, with essentially no signal for particles in the range 

between 20 and 400 nm.  It is not clear if the 600 nm particles are aggregates of the small primary 

particles or if there are simply a few large particles present.  In any case, their contribution to the 

particle distribution would only be a few parts per million on a number-weighted basis, and if 

desired, they can easily be separated out by centrifugation.  Electron microscopy was used to 

investigate the particle morphology, as described in the supporting information (Figures A7 and 

A8, and associated text), resulting in particle sizes in reasonable agreement with the DLS results.    

To confirm that oleic acid was actually binding to the iron, FTIR experiments analogous to 

those done for aluminum are reported in Figure A9 and associated discussion in the supporting 

information.  As in the aluminum case, the spectrum of washed particles shows modes associated 

with CH stretches in the hydrocarbon tail, and for carboxylate CO stretches, but no significant 

intensity for OH or free C=O, suggesting that a bidentate interaction is dominant. 
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 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was employed to look at the oxidation state of the 

different preparations of the iron nanoparticles.  Supporting information Figure A10 shows survey 

spectra for both (a) argon-milled and (b) air-milled iron nanoparticles, both also milled with oleic 

acid and then ethanol-washed repeatedly to remove excess oleic acid.  Supporting information 

Figure A11 shows the Fe 2p3/2 peak structure in more detail.  Both sets of spectra are consistent 

with the air-milled sample being substantially oxidized, while the sample milled under Ar shows 

mostly metallic iron, along with smaller signal for partially oxidized iron which we attribute to 

binding of oleate to the iron surfaces.   

4.3 Copper nanoparticles: 

The experiments with copper provide another example of HMM of a ductile, malleable 

metal, but also test the necessity of using spherical milling media.  Because we were unable to 

obtain copper balls at reasonable cost, we used 1:1 aspect ratio copper cylinders.  Copper particles 

were produced using conditions that also resulted in reasonable production of particles for 

aluminum and iron.  200 grams of copper cylinders were milled with 100 mL of a 5% (0.16 M) 

solution of oleic acid in hexanes, at 350 rpm for 3 hours.  The result was a copper-colored product 

containing approximately 15 grams of particles, many of which were in the >100 μm size range, 

easily seen with the naked eye.  The large particles rapidly sedimented out of suspension, leaving a 

dense suspension of smaller particles which still appeared copper-colored, indicating the presence 

of particles in micron size range.  These initial suspensions were stable for at least 1 hour, but upon 

centrifugation, could be separated further into particles in the few micron range which sedimented 

out, and a dense black suspension of nanoparticles (supporting information Figure A12a).  DLS 

was used to probe this centrifuged nanoparticle suspension, resulting in a bimodal size distribution 

with one component centered at ~250 nm, making up ~ 7% of the total particle mass, with the 

remaining mass represented by a distribution centered at ~ 900 nm.   

In the nitrogen glove box the suspended nanoparticles were stable for more than a week, 

but upon exposure of the suspensions to air they quickly (< 20 min) converted to a clear blue 
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solution which we attribute to formation Cu2+, dissolved in hexane, presumably via interaction with 

oleic acid (supporting information Figure A12b).  The conversion is surprisingly rapid, as shown by 

Figure A13 (supporting information) which gives a time history for dissolution of a dense 

suspension containing both nano and micro Cu particles.  Since the suspensions are stable in 

hexanes in absence of air, it is clear that the copper particles are initially complexed by oleic acid.  

The rapid dissolution shows that the oleate layer does not passivate the surfaces against oxidation 

by atmospheric oxygen diffusing into the n-hexane solvent.  

5. Discussion 

HMM has the capacity to produce nanoparticles on the gram scale from inexpensive media.  

It is not possible to determine the mechanism of particle production in detail, but several aspects of 

the mechanism appear clear.  The strong dependence of particle production on the nature of the 

milling solvent or solution, indicates that interaction between the metal surfaces and the solvent or 

solutes, is critical to particle production.  In particular, particle production requires the presence of 

molecules which are able to bind to the metal surface, lowering the surface free energy as cracks 

propagate, and presumably inhibiting cold welding.  High viscosity appears to inhibit production, 

particular of the nanoparticle fraction of the total particle mixture.  For aluminum, microscopic 

examination of both the particles produced under various milling conditions, and the surfaces of the 

balls suggests that one mode of particle production involves exfoliation of flakes of materials, 

which may be further broken up by milling.  The more extensive pitting of the balls under 

conditions where nanoparticle production is high suggests that there may also be a second 

mechanism that correlates with nanoparticle generation.   

From the perspective of the mechanism for nanoparticle production, it is useful to consider 

the full size distribution for aluminum milled in acetonitrile, under conditions where both 

nanoparticles and micron-scale flakes are generated in roughly equal amounts.  The nanoparticle 

portion of the distribution consists mainly of particles in the 5 to 10 and 20 to 50 nm size ranges, 

with much weaker signal (24% of the nanoparticle mass) in the 250 nm to 500 nm range.  DLS of 
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the large particles sedimented out of the initial distribution shows a small feature in the 500 to 900 

nm range, but the bulk of the large particles are flake-like, and larger than 2 microns, as confirmed 

by SEM analysis.  If the only mechanism for nanoparticle production were breaking up large 

flakes, one might expect that the size distribution should be more continuous than the observed 

distribution, where there is a large gap with negligible particle mass between 50 and 250 nm, and a 

smaller gap between 900 nm and 2.5 microns.  

In general, the distribution of particles produced by homogenous media milling is expected 

to reflect a balance between wear processes that spall or abrade particles from the media surfaces, 

and cold welding, which tends to build up larger particles and reattach particles to the media 

surfaces.  Binding of surface-active molecules to the media surfaces enhances the net wear rate, 

indicating that the effects of adsorption on surface free energy and cold welding, outweigh any 

lubricating effect that might be expected from binding of molecules like oleic acid to the surface.  

The SEM images suggest that at least for the micron size flakes, exfoliation may occur by gradual 

separation as the crack between the flake and media surface propagates under repeated impacts.  In 

that case, the presence of molecules that bind strongly to the nascent surfaces may substantially 

enhance exfoliation by coating the inner surfaces of the propagating crack, reducing the free energy 

of the crack surfaces and the propensity for subsequent impacts to cold-weld the crack shut.  The 

same effect would presumably help nascent particles avoid being welded together to increase 

particle size, and being welded back onto the surface of the media.  

Associated Content 

Supporting Information 

Additional XPS, FTIR, and electron microscopy data are presented, along with a schematic 

drawing of the milling jar lid, additional DFT computational results, and photographs of various 

particle suspensions, and the reaction of copper particles with air.  This material is available free of 

charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org/. 
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Particles produced 
using non-polar 

solvent 
benzene n-heptane toluene

1.7x10-5 M 
OA in 
toluene 

3.0x10-5 M 
OA in 
toluene 

1.0x10-2 M 
OA in 
toluene 

n-hexane 
1.6x10-1 M 

OA in 
hexane 

Nanoparticles  x x x x x ~ 10 mg  x ~ 100 mg 

Micron flakes x x x ~ 10 mg ~ 23 mg ~ 500 mg  x ~ 1 g 

 

Table 1. Results for milling in non-polar solvents and oleic acid solutions in non-polar solvents Note: x 
indicates that < 1mg produced 
 

Particles produced 
using polar solvent 

Oleic acid Oleylamine Benzylamine Acetonitrile Ethanol Dichloromethane 

Nanoparticles ~ 100 mg ~ 10 mg ~ 10 mg ~ 1 g 

~ 5 g Al2O3 ~ 5 g AlCl3 

Micron Flakes ~ 5 g ~ 2 g ~ 3 g ~ 1 g 

Table 2. Particle production results for milling in various polar solvents.  Note: x indicates that < 1mg 
produced 
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Fig. 1 Dynamic light scattering analysis of aluminum nanoparticles milled in 
acetonitrile for 3 hours, capped with oleic acid, and redispersed in hexanes 
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Fig. 2 Dynamic light scattering analysis of the aluminum particles collected 
by centrifugation 
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Fig. 3 Scanning electron microscopy images of aluminum balls used in
homogeneous media milling: a) As-received; b) milled 6 hours in neat toluene; c)
milled 3 hours in 10mM of oleic acid in toluene; d) milled 3 hours in acetonitrile 
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Fig. 4 Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a large aluminum flake produced in
15 minutes of acetonitrile milling 
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Fig. 5 SEM image of acetonitrile-milled particles, subsequently capped with oleic 
acid, and deposited on lacey carbon 
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Fig. 6 TEM image of acetonitrile-milled particles, subsequently capped with oleic
acid, and deposited on lacey carbon 
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Fig. 7 Reflectance FTIR of a) neat oleic acid; b) oleic acid-capped aluminum nanoparticles 
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Fig. 8 Relative energies for acetic acid binding to an Al80  cluster as calculated 
using density functional theory with a basis set of M06/6-311++G(d,p) 
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Fig. 9 High resolution scans of the Al 2p peak for: a) acetonitrile-milled aluminum 
nanoparticles; b) acetonitrile-milled, oleic acid-capped aluminum nanoparticles. 
Note: both samples were argon sputtered to remove adventitious species. 
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Fig. 10 High resolution scans of the O 1s peak for: a) acetonitrile-milled 
aluminum nanoparticles; b) acetonitrile-milled, oleic acid-capped aluminum 
nanoparticles. Note: both samples were argon sputtered to remove adventitious 
species. 
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Fig. 11 Mass weighted particle size distribution for oleic acid-capped iron nanoparticles 
synthesized by milling for 3 hours in 5% oleic acid/hexanes under an argon atmosphere. 
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